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Looking good Bendigo!
Have you got a great photo of Bendigo?
Submit your image to gbmag@bendigo.
vic.gov.au and you might just see it
featured here next edition.
Photo submitted by Liesbeth van Emmerik.

WELCOME FROM THE MAYOR
I am really excited to serve as your Mayor.
If I had to summarise my thoughts about
2022, I would describe them as optimistic
and I think we have reached a point in the
COVID-19 pandemic where we can start to
believe the best days may be ahead of us.
Our vaccination rates are sky high,
borders are opening, families are
reuniting, and events are being scheduled
and run – we can plan with confidence
and for the first time in a long time the
opportunities are seemingly endless.
I understand there will always be challenges
but I’m taking the glass-half-full approach,
after getting through nearly two
years of a pandemic it has
confirmed we can basically
overcome anything!
Looking ahead, I am focused
on implementing the Council
Plan, economic recovery
and delivering a grassroots
Budget.
We know tourism to our
region is driven by
events, so I hope to
see a great range of
new and flagship
events fill our
community
calendar for
the year ahead
and deliver a
much needed
boost to the
sectors that
rely on strong
visitation.

Continued promotion of our City and
region of Gastronomy status is also on the
cards, so we can attract people to enjoy
our excellent food and wine culture.
And I cannot wait to welcome the Elvis:
Direct from Graceland exhibition to
Bendigo Art Gallery in March. I am sure
we will be inundated with lots of Elvis
impersonators, fans and those who love the
rockabilly lifestyle all wanting to celebrate
the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll, Elvis Presley.
Council has recently adopted a range of
strategic documents, most importantly
the Council Plan, together with Healthy
Greater Bendigo, the 10-year Financial
Plan, and the Climate Change
and Environment Strategy. All
Councillors are committed to
sustainably delivering the
actions within these documents.
This year we have asked the
community for their input
into the 2022/2023 Budget,
encouraging residents
to put forward
grassroots projects
that will make a
difference to
our liveability.
Completing
a Budget is
nearly a yearround process
and we are
pleased to
have provided
this new
opportunity
for residents

to have input earlier into Council’s Budget
preparations.
I have been quoted as saying I’ll be
advocating “like crazy” for Greater Bendigo
in the lead up to 2022’s State and Federal
government elections, and that’s exactly
what I intend to do. Council has an advocacy
booklet filled with projects it’s seeking
financial support for, in particular the Bendigo
Airport and Bendigo Art Gallery expansions.
But what I am most looking forward to is
meeting with residents again face-to-face.
Such a big part of being a Councillor is

being present in our community. I hope
to see many people out and about in 2022
getting back to doing all the things they
have missed.
I am very grateful for this opportunity and
it is an honour to lead our community in
this way. I look forward to hearing from
you, so please get in touch by emailing
a.metcalf@bendigo.vic.gov.au
I hope all our readers have a wonderful
Christmas and a happy and safe 2022.
Mayor Cr Andrea Metcalf

CONTACT THE CITY OF GREATER BENDIGO
Main office
15 Hopetoun Street, Bendigo

Website
www.bendigo.vic.gov.au

Postal
PO Box 733, Bendigo 3552

After hours/emergency number
1300 00 2642 or 5434 6000

Telephone
1300 00 2642 or 5434 6000

Operating hours
8.30am - 5pm, Monday to Friday

Hearing or speech impaired?
Call via National Relay Service on 133 677

Follow us

Email
requests@bendigo.vic.gov.au
In the event of a COVID-19 lockdown, Customer Service Centres in Bendigo and
Heathcote may close in line with Victorian Government regulations.
Want to read this document in an alternative format? The City is committed to
providing documents that are easy to read for all. If you would like to read the
magazine in an alternative format e.g. large print or text only, contact Customer
Service on 1300 00 2642 or requests@bendigo.vic.gov.au and we will endeavour to
service your request in the quickest time possible.
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Imagine Greater Bendigo
ends with new strategies
Thanks to the community,
the Imagine Greater
Bendigo process has
delivered a new Council
Plan (Mir wimbul)
2021-2025, Healthy
Greater Bendigo
2021-2025 and the
10-year Financial Plan.

These documents are critical to the
continued success of Greater Bendigo
and will underpin decision making in this
Council term – they will be what drives
the development of new infrastructure,
programs and initiatives. The work of
Council and staff will align with these plans.
The Council Plan also features a new 10year community vision: Greater Bendigo
celebrates our diverse community. We are
welcoming, sustainable and prosperous.
Walking hand-in-hand with the Traditional
Custodians of this land. Building on our
rich heritage for a bright and happy future.

Whatever the Council delivers or
agrees to over its term needs to also
meet the aspirational goals of the
community vision.
Council thanks everyone who contributed
to shaping these important strategic
documents.

COUNCIL PLAN (MIR WIMBUL)
2021-2025

10-YEAR FINANCIAL PLAN
2021-2031

Every Council must develop a Council
Plan. It includes a range of goals and
actions that will help shape the future
of Greater Bendigo with the aim of
benefitting everyone. Mir wimbul means
‘community protocol’ in the language of
the Dja Dja Wurrung. It is the first time a
Council Plan has been given a dual name.
www.bendigo.vic.gov.au/councilplan

This is a new requirement under the Local
Government Act (2020) and outlines the
resources needed to deliver on the Council
Plan. It considers financial sustainability
risks and strategy for borrowings. The
City has a commitment to achieving zero
carbon throughout the life of the plan,
which is also taken into consideration.
www.bendigo.vic.gov.au/budget

COUNCIL PLAN
2021-2025
Mir wimbul
5 Mir Wimbul

HEALTHY GREATER BENDIGO
2021-2025
This is our Municipal Public Health and
Wellbeing Plan and all Councils must
have one. It focuses on how Council will
promote and protect community health
and wellbeing. It must also consider the
short- and long-term impacts of climate
change and include actions to prevent
family violence. It focuses on five key
areas - Healthy and well; Safe and secure;
Able to participate; Connected to culture
and community; and Liveable.
www.bendigo.vic.gov.au/
healthygreaterbendigo
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CLIMATE CHANGE AND ENVIRONMENT STRATEGY 2021-2026
Council has also adopted a new Climate Change and Environment Strategy
2021-2026, which sets the future direction for Council’s actions and
investment relating to environmental sustainability and
climate action. It has six areas for action – Zero
carbon; Circular economy; Sustainable and
active transport; Sustainable food systems;
Water sensitive Bendigo; and Biodiversity
and regeneration. The plan includes
clear and measurable targets, increased
accountability and has a stronger
focus on climate change.
www.bendigo.vic.gov.au/
environmentstrategy

HEALTHY
GREATER
BENDIGO
2021-20 25

Healthy Greater Bendigo
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The vision is underpinned by five values
– transparency, sustainability, inclusion,
innovation and equity. Sixty-one residents,
specially selected to represent the
broader community, developed the vision
and values.

2021-2025 | 1

A turning point in the pandemic
After nearly two years of the COVID-19 pandemic, it is a relief to have some
optimism coming back into our daily lives.
We’re highly vaccinated and boosters are
here and, at the time of writing this column,
restrictions were easing to a point of near
normality. Interstate and international
travel is on the cards, we can freely travel
across Victoria, families will be able to come
together at Christmas and the aim is to
have a crowd at the cricket on Boxing Day!
Although 2020 and 2021 have passed by in a
blur and we probably struggle to remember
exactly what happened and when, we seem
to be (hopefully!) at a turning point where
we are now simply ‘living with COVID’.
I must pay tribute and say a big, heartfelt
thank you to all our essential workers,
particularly the amazing Bendigo Health
staff who have administered more than
130,000 doses of vaccine through the
well-oiled machine that is the state-run
vaccination hub.
We also can’t forget the mighty effort of
agencies like Bendigo Community Health

Services, Bendigo and District Aboriginal
Cooperative, GPs, pharmacies and other
clinics that joined the vaccination race.

We’ve been patient, followed the rules
and reached out to give a hand to those
that need it.

As a community we have been resilient
through one of the most trying times of
the modern era.

The best of Greater Bendigo and what
it means to be part of a community that
cares for each other has shone through
during this time.

As I look ahead to 2022, I am hopeful. We
have cranes on our skyline and significant
public and private investment in our
region. The City of Greater Bendigo has
yet more projects on our to-do list that will
stimulate our local economy and deliver
long-lasting benefit. We also want to bring
events back in a COVID-safe way, which
will have significant flow-on effects to our
accommodation and hospitality sectors.
Are we out the other side? I sure hope
so, we all do. Not having lived through
something like this before, the tail of the
pandemic may lead to a few more curve
balls but it’s nothing we can’t cope with
when you think how far we’ve all come.

I would like to thank all the staff at the City
for the many ways they have continued
to serve the community, whether from
home or attending the workplace, and I
acknowledge the work of Councillors who
are now through the first year of their term
and very much looking forward to seeing
more of our residents face-to-face in 2022.
May you, our readers, have a wonderful
and relaxing Christmas and best wishes
for a healthy and happy new year.
Stay safe.
Craig Niemann,
Chief Executive Officer
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We all like to be in the know, so get the facts for yourself!
Be the first to find out what’s happening across the City of Greater Bendigo.
Our information is free and reliable, and we’re committed to keeping you informed.
Stay up-to-date via our website, social media channels or sign up to receive our weekly
e-newsletter. You can’t go wrong when you get your news from the source:
Sign up to our e-newsletter – www.bendigo.vic.gov.au/gbmagazine
/CityofGreaterBendigo

/GreaterBendigo

Join the conversation on Let’s Talk Greater Bendigo
– our online community engagement platform.
This is where you’ll find opportunities to share ideas and opinions on plans
and projects for Greater Bendigo.
You can sign up to become a member of Let’s Talk and then subscribe to
follow projects you’re interested in. Every time there’s a project update,
you’ll receive an email.
Registration is quick and simple, visit www.letstalkgreaterbendigo.com.au
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UP THE NIGHT
Djaara Lights celebrates Dja Dja Wurrung
culture, language and art in new public artworks
in central Bendigo.
Bendigo’s Telstra Exchange building and
neighbouring Bendigo Creek have been
transformed with a spectacular night
time display. A series of public artworks
including street art and digital activations
tell the stories of the six seasons across
Djandak (Country) from the Dja Dja Wurrung
People, the Traditional Owners of Bendigo.
Through a unique and technically
ambitious creative process, these major
artworks celebrate Dja Dja Wurrung’s
cultural heritage, from significant places
and landscapes, stories and language to
the customs and practices for looking after
Djandak, not shared or experienced by the
wider community or visitors before.
The public artworks are located along Bath
Lane and Oscars Walk, with the augmented
reality experience starting at the Bendigo and
Adelaide Bank forecourt and ending at the
Telstra Exchange building on Short Street.
Funded by Creative Victoria, Djaara Lights
is a collaboration between Djaara (Dja Dja

6
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Wurrung Clans Aboriginal Corporation),
the City of Greater Bendigo and supported
by multiple partners.
Dja Dja Wurrung Group CEO Rodney
Carter said Djaara Lights placed
Traditional Owner knowledge at the
forefront of an artistic practice to
showcase the six seasons in an innovative
way that had not been shared before.

Through a unique and
technically ambitious
creative process,
these major artworks
celebrate Dja Dja
Wurrung’s cultural
heritage.

“Djaara Lights will provide a heightened
platform to showcase Dja Dja Wurrung
culture, language and art. It showcases the
imagination and artistry of two talented
Djaara artists. Dja Dja Wurrung people
have gone from strength to strength as we
rebuild our lives and reinforce the significant
contributions we can bring to the broader
community’s wellbeing,” Mr Carter said.
Dja Dja Wurrung and Yorta Yorta artists
Drew Berick and Troy Firebrace, supported
by creative producers Mariaa Randall and
Maree Tonkin, led this culturally significant
art project and invited 20 local Aboriginal
and Torres Strait Islander students to be
part of the creative process in collaboration
with Bendigo Tech School,
renowned Indigenous
edutech company

Indigital and Australian Centre for the
Moving Image (ACMI).
“It is an overwhelming feeling of pride and
privilege to be part of the Djaara Lights
project. Working with the younger artists
to guide them and lead them has been
rewarding. I have been incredibly fortunate
with the successes I have had through
creating art, but this project in particular is
very exciting and humbling,” Mr Berick said.
“Being a part of Djaara Lights strengthens
the voice of Djaara culture in the
community. It contains visual elements
that will prompt conversations and further
learning about Djaara,” Mr Firebrace said.
Several light-based contemporary artworks
can be seen, including a 9.6m largescale illuminated mural, ‘I am Djaara’. An
augmented reality app will enable people
using a mobile phone to enjoy artworks
along Oscars Walk boardwalk leading to
the illuminated mural.

“Being a part of
Djaara Lights
strengthens the voice
of Djaara culture in
the community.”

Artist Troy Firebrace.

The City of Greater Bendigo’s Creative
Communities Coordinator and joint project
manager, Maree Tonkin, said Djaara Lights
was an important cultural step forward for
the region.
“This is a significant opportunity to enrich
and deepen cultural experiences in our
region and increase the understanding of
the Traditional Owners of Bendigo, their
customs, culture and stories. Djaara Lights
is poised to become a significant cultural
destination for Greater Bendigo and will
remain in the city centre for at least three
years or more,” Ms Tonkin said.
Djaara Lights can be viewed daily from
7pm – 11pm. Download the free Djaara
Lights app to enhance the experience.

Back: Elise Aycardo and Trent Nelson. Front: Djaara Lights creative producers
Maree Tonkin (City of Greater Bendigo) and Mariaa Randall (Djaara).
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tS rathfieldsaye
a natural beauty
WHAT I

ABOUT GREATER BENDIGO...

BY DENNIS JOHANSON
My wife, Pip, and I came to
Strathfieldsaye 37 years ago when
we carved out five acres of our own
and we’ve called it home ever since.
It was about the time we were
thinking of starting a family, we were
both originally from Bendigo and we
agreed it was a good opportunity
to come back from Melbourne and
start a business. We went on to
raise our three kids, Will, Sam
and Ingrid, here.
There were mainly dirt roads and
we weren’t connected to town
water or gas like we are now
(luxury!). Back then, there were
no shops and the post office ran
out of the service station. Strath
Primary was a little country
school and St Francis of the
Fields opened in 1994.
Over time Strathfieldsaye’s
really come along. Back in
the 1980s it had a population
of less than 2,000, today we’ve
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hit approximately 7,000 and it’s
anticipated this number will nearly
double by 2036.
We’ve now got the shopping centre,
supermarket, pub, medical centre
and the footy oval – all of this has
happened in our time here.
When you live in a small community
it’s inevitable that you’ll want to get
involved in opportunities that can
deliver good outcomes for others.
I’ve been involved in non-profit
organisation the Strathfieldsaye
and Districts Community Enterprise
for more than 15 years.
Development of the Strathfieldsaye
Recreation Reserve was the
first project for the Enterprise.
Strathfieldsaye was a strong
sporting community without a
football oval! We had a soccer team
but local kids were travelling into
Bendigo to play AFL and we didn’t
have a team of our own.

The FOSSALs.

Bradies Tavern.

The FOSSALs hard at work.

So, we identified the land the oval is now
on and set about raising the necessary
funds to purchase and develop it. It was a
great community effort, as these projects
often are, with the Bendigo Bank a major
help, together with Council and the State
Government. The multi-use complex opened
in September 2008 and the Strathfieldsaye
Storm’s inaugural season followed in 2009.

“I think what I love
most about where
I live is the friendly
nature of the people
who live here.”
Our funds come from the Bendigo Bank
and Bendigo Telco. Anyone with accounts
through these businesses can nominate
the Enterprise as their community
beneficiary and we then receive a small
commission from each tagged account
at no cost to the customer.
The Enterprise has contributed more than
$1.5M to community projects, everything
from kindergartens, Men’s Shed and
sporting clubs. Building new walking and
bike paths along the creeks are by far the
most popular projects we invest in.
I think Strathfieldsaye’s natural beauty is
its greatest asset. We have the Sheepwash,
Axe and Emu creeks that run through the

Strathfieldsaye Recreation Reserve.

area and these corridors need to be looked
after more than ever, particularly as our
population continues to grow.
Every Tuesday I meet with a group that
calls itself the FOSSALs – Friends of the
Strathfieldsaye Streams and Land. We
weed along the creek reserves and remove
introduced species and tidy things up a bit.
I spend more time weeding along the creek
than I do weeding my own garden at home!
In the past few months the FOSSALs have
planted more than 2,000 native plants
to help improve the health of the creek
systems. We generally have people stop and
ask what we’re doing, which has led to us
collecting a few more pairs of hands to help
out. It’s become very social. Our long-term
goal is to see a platypus in the creek – a
positive sign of a very healthy creek system!

Strathfieldsaye
Methodist Church.

Recently, I was looking back through some
old family documents. Although I grew up
in Kangaroo Flat, the fifth generation of
my family to do so, I did see an address
for my great-great grandparents that was
Sheepwash, Kangaroo Gully. Although it’s
not a place I’m familiar with, perhaps they
also spent time along the same creeks out
here – it would be nice to think there is this
shared connection between the generations.
I think what I love most about where I live
is the friendly nature of the people who
live here. When you walk along the paths
regularly enough, you see the same faces,
everyone always says hello. It’s a nice
feeling.
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Local seniors celebrated!
Fifty local older residents with a positive
attitude to ageing, nominated by members of the
community, were delighted to receive a celebration
box of delicious Uniquely Bendigo treats as part of
the City of Greater Bendigo’s 2021 Bendigo Seniors Festival.
Unfortunately for the second year the Bendigo
Seniors Festival, set to take place in October,
was cancelled due to COVID-19 restrictions.
Despite the cancellation, the City was
pleased to provide an opportunity for
people to nominate older residents aged
over 65 who make a difference in our
community and deserved to be recognised
by receiving a celebration box of delicious
local treats to enjoy.

Local volunteer Mrs Jenny Rainsford
was just one of the 50 recipients who
was thrilled to receive a celebration box.

Nominations from across Greater Bendigo
were received and staff from the City’s
Community Wellbeing unit personally
delivered the celebration boxes to the
recipients in October.
They included people who volunteer
for community groups, kind neighbours

and people who care for their partners,
families and friends.
The staff who delivered the boxes said there
was joy and even some happy tears from
the recipients when they received their
celebration box, with many very moved by
the kind words of their nominators.

...a lovely way to say
“we are thinking of
you” during these
challenging times.
The City was pleased to provide
this initiative as it was a great

demonstration of community engagement,
acknowledgment of motivated individuals
and a lovely way to say “we are thinking of
you” during these challenging times.
The initiative demonstrates the values of
community connection and the generosity of
people who volunteer their time to help others.
Thank you to everyone who took the time
to nominate a worthy recipient and a big
congratulations to all the recipients for
everything you do to make Greater Bendigo
such a great place to live and age positively!
Although the 2021 Seniors Festival was
cancelled, the City is still working hard
to hold the festival’s very popular variety
concert in early 2022 at the Capital Theatre
when COVID-19 restrictions allow.

NO LONGER ON MUTE
Written expressions from young people and
children are on display in a new public art
project at Pennyweight Walk Open Air Gallery.
Young people and children, aged
from 3 to 25 years, have shared their
thoughts, concerns, humour, hopes,
dreams and wishes in a unique public
art youth project No Longer on Mute.
Their submissions include poems,
statements, messages and short
stories, which are on display
along Pennyweight Walk, located
between Bath Lane and Hargreaves
Street.
There was no set theme for the
project run by the City of Greater
Bendigo, but the aim was to capture
young people’s reflections during
a life-changing pandemic.
Mayor Cr Andrea Metcalf said the
project was designed to give children
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and young people a voice and
creative outlet during this
challenging time.

“The COVID-19 pandemic has
impacted young people significantly
and deeply affected their ability to
socialise, attend school, celebrate
birthdays, and pursue leisure and
sporting activities,” Cr Metcalf said.

“No Longer on Mute captures their
thoughts and feelings in a creative
way and gives insights on how the
pandemic has affected them and their
hopes for the future.”
No Longer on Mute will be on display
until at least 2023.

My wishes for the
future are to make a
plane so that I can fly
in it to lots of places all
around the world and
to get to see my school
friends again. I wish
for my Labrador to be
thinner as she’s eaten
too much in lockdown!

I wear my
heart on my
sleeve but all I
want is pockets.

- Lola (10)

- Melanie (25)

Let’s look at
the stars.
- Noah (3)

Ailish wins first Koorie Youth Flick Fest Award
Ailish Clements, a proud 16-year old student from
Catherine McAuley College, won the City of Greater
Bendigo’s inaugural 2021 Koorie Flick Fest Award
earlier this year for her wonderful short film which
focused on the theme of “My Story”.
The Koorie Youth Flick Fest Awards is
a new short film competition for local
Aboriginal and Torres Strait Islander
youth that will run each year during
Reconciliation Week (May 27 – June 3).
All the films produced will be screened
as part of the annual Central Victorian
Indigenous Film Festival.
The awards, which were developed to
inspire young Aboriginal people from
central Victoria to tell their stories through
film, were sponsored by the City and local
film makers Hebron Films and Vid.Co
Media Group, with cash prizes on offer.
As part of the competition, entrants could
also attend a Koorie youth film-making
workshop, presented by Caleb Maxwell of
Hebron Films and Brandon De Wys of Vid.Co
Media Group, where they learned the basics
of film making, editing and story-telling.

“It was a great experience and
it was really good to be able to
tell my story as a proud young
Aboriginal woman through my film.”

Ailish said she was thrilled to win this
year’s award by using the skills she
learned at the film making workshop
to develop her short film.
“It was a great experience and it was
really good to be able to tell my story as
a proud young Aboriginal woman through
my film,” Ailish said.

One of this year’s Koorie Youth Flick Fest
judges, Arkeria Armstrong from Weenthunga
Health Network, said Ailish’s film shared
beautiful themes of a young woman’s
connection to Country and the strength that
came from community and culture.
“The film shows the beautiful imagery
of the Country of her people and the
importance of being on Country. It also
explores the struggles of one’s identity
within today’s society,” Ms Armstrong said.
“As a young Aboriginal woman, Ailish
describes the many challenges she faces
in the film and she shares her story in
such a beautiful way.
“We would like to congratulate Ailish
on this accomplishment as she has
developed a beautiful piece of work.
We hope others can find strength in her
messages. It was a pleasure to watch and
we wish her the very best on her journey.”
The Koorie Youth Flick Fest will run again
in 2022 as part of the Central Victorian
Indigenous Film Festival, with entries closing
on Friday April 22. More information is
available online at www.yobendigo.com.au
Ailish’s film can be viewed at
https://youtu.be/ps_6AUkOKAE

Have your employment opportunities been impacted because of COVID-19?
The Jobs Victoria Advocates program is here to help!
The Jobs Victoria
Advocates program is an
initiative of the Victorian
Government. It’s a free
program to provide
support to people in
the community whose
employment opportunities
have been impacted
because of COVID-19.

Jobs Victoria Advocates support people
who are looking for work by directing and
connecting them to information, advice and
the right services. Advocates will meet with
you in a community space such as a local
library, sports club or shopping centre to
make sure you know about the resources
available to help you get back on your feet,
find work or advance your career.
Jobs Victoria Advocates will speak with
you to find out what sort of support you
need and then suggest who you can speak
with to get the right help. Jobs Victoria
Advocates can refer you to training
opportunities, organise career counselling,
or tell you where you can get help with
resume writing and job applications.

Advocates can also refer you to a range of
places delivering support services such
as emergency relief, financial counselling,
mental health support or other programs.
There are four Jobs Victoria Advocates
working in local communities across
the Loddon Campaspe region, including
the Local Government areas of City of
Greater Bendigo and the Shires of Loddon,
Campaspe, Mount Alexander, Central
Goldfields and Macedon Ranges.
You can arrange to speak with a
Jobs Victoria Advocate by emailing
jvap@bendigo.vic.gov.au,
jobsadv@aag.org.au, or by phoning
1800 268 549 or 03 5434 6000.
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Sign encourages active
travel in Kangaroo Flat
A new wayfinding map sign, with a strong focus on
recreational and leisure facilities, has been installed at
the Kangaroo Flat Train Station to promote active travel
and help pedestrians and visitors arriving by coach or
train to navigate their way around Kangaroo Flat.
The sign features a map to direct visitors
to key local landmarks such as Gurri
Wanyarra Wellbeing Centre, Gateway Park,
Dower Park, local shopping centres and
the new Kangaroo Flat Library, to name
just a few. It also directs people to local
sporting grounds, recreation and leisure
facilities, and walking trails.
The sign has been funded by the Healthy
Heart of Victoria initiative and is a
partnership with Healthy Greater Bendigo
and the City of Greater Bendigo.
It is hoped that by increasing pedestrian
movements between the station and the
township, the safety of the area will be

increased and residents will not only be
encouraged to walk for transport but will
also enjoy the health benefits of doing so.
The sign is similar to the wayfinding
map signs that have been in place in the
Bendigo city centre for many years and it
will help people to know where they are,
how they can get to where they want to
go and how long it will take to do so.
International research shows that walkable
cities promote not only the community’s
health but the economy as well, and the
installation of the sign is one way that
Healthy Greater Bendigo is encouraging
people to be more active, more often.

Return yourself to your local library
Do books and librarians
sleep when libraries are
closed? No way – just
like Toy Story and Night
at the Museum, we get
up to all sorts of fun
stuff behind the scenes
when we are not able to
provide full services.
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There’s only so much fun you can have
(and service you can give) without your
people though, so we’re delighted to say:
We’re back, and we want you back too! Our
books are dancing, waiting for you to find
them. Our staff are excited about opening
up more fully and are ready to welcome
you with a smile (and help you with your
vaccination passport if you need it).
Bendigo Library’s WiFi has been updated to
business-standard (with all other branches
to follow with significant upgrades to
internet speeds). Our spaces are clean
and sparkling and are a great, cool space
to relax over summer. Our programs staff
have recovered from having to cancel and

reschedule almost everything (sometimes
many times) and have some great new
programs ready for you – some in
person, some online. We have
abolished fines on Children’s
and Young Adult books, and
all other fines are on hold
for now. We want you to
have time to find all those
lost books partying at your
house.

Welcome back. It’s time to return yourself to
the library! More information on our
website www.ncgrl.vic.gov.au
Above: The amazing new
mural at the Kangaroo Flat
Library (sponsored by
Healthy Heart of Victoria).
Artists: Rachel Doller and
Wes Franklin, curated
by Nacho Station.
Photo: Reece Hendy.

Stay cool at
a local pool!
Summer has arrived and pools across Greater Bendigo are opening for the
2021/2022 season. Greater Bendigo has a number of outdoor swimming pools, two
indoor pools and one splash park. So, if you’re looking for a place where you can
chill out, keep fit or just enjoy a day out with the family, why not visit a local pool?
For more information or to find a pool right for you, visit www.bendigo.vic.gov.au/pools

Please note COVID-19 restrictions
may impact the operating hours,
number of people allowed at each
pool and permitted activities this
summer. Please phone or check
the social media of your local pool
for opening hours and to find out if
there are any requirements in place.

Local aquatic facilities include:
Bendigo East Swimming Pool

Faith Leech Aquatic Centre

Heathcote Swimming Pool

Marong Swimming Pool

33 Lansell Street, East Bendigo

168 Barnard Street, Bendigo

10 Barrack Street, Heathcote

5443 7078

5443 6151

5433 2223

Facilities: 50m (heated), intermediate
and toddler pools, barbecue and picnic
settings, kiosk and off-street parking.
Brennan Park Swimming Pool
Brennan Park Pool Road, Flora Hill
5443 9407
Facilities: 50m (with accessible ramp, solar
heated), intermediate, toddler and diving
pools, barbecue, kiosk and off-street parking.
Elmore Swimming Pool
4 Elmore-Raywood Road, Elmore
0477 196 840
Facilities: 25m and toddler pools, water
slide, barbecue and off-street parking.

Facilities: 50m (heated with accessible
chair lift), intermediate (with accessible
ramp), toddler and diving pools, water
slide, café, barbecue and al fresco
dining area.

5435 2207

Facilities: 25m and toddler pools
(solar heated), shade and kiosk.
Gurri Wanyarra Wellbeing Centre
Browning Street, Kangaroo Flat

Golden Square Pool
14 Maple Street, Golden Square
0401 804 701
Facilities: 50m, learner/intermediate and
toddler pools, shade, kiosk and barbecue.
Goornong Swimming Pool
2 Bagshot Street, Goornong

4431 1000
Facilities: 51.5m heated pool (with moveable
boom to create two 25m pools), beachentry leisure pool for toddlers, children
and family swimming, splash park, warm
water program pool and spa facilities,
steam room, sauna, gymnasium and group
fitness rooms, childcare and multipurpose
room, health and wellness centre, and café
(all pools are fully accessible).

5432 2368
Facilities: 25m and toddler pools,
barbecue, shade and kiosk.

Long Gully Splash Park

High Street, Marong

Entry is FREE!

Facilities: 25m and toddler pools and kiosk.
Peter Krenz Leisure Centre
15 Napier Street, Eaglehawk
5446 9222
Facilities: 50m heated, multi-use and
toddler pools, water slide, spa and sauna,
gymnasium and group fitness rooms,
family change rooms and café.
White Hills Swimming Pool
30 Hamelin Street, White Hills
5448 4295
Facilities: 33m and toddler pools, shade
and kiosk.

21 Cunneen Street, Long Gully
Facilities: Shaded seating area, picnic
tables, barbecues, toilets and change room,
visitor-activated fountains, drench bucket,
basketball ring and irrigated grass area.

ACTIVE AND HEALTHY
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Exciting Ewing Park
redevelopment commences
The City of Greater Bendigo, in partnership with the Victorian Government, has
commenced work on the $3.37M stage two major redevelopment of the
Ewing Park Recreation Precinct to provide new recreational
opportunities for people of all ages and abilities.
Bordered by Brougham Street, Williamson
Street, Harcourt Street and Havlin Street
West, the Ewing Park Recreation Precinct
is home to the United Cricket Club,
Sandhurst Junior Football Club and St
Therese’s Junior Football Club. It is close
to the Bendigo city centre and has strong
connections to the popular Back Creek
walking and cycling trail.
The second stage of the redevelopment
is an exciting major project that will
deliver a multi-purpose community and
sporting precinct that focuses on creating
infrastructure for non-organised, active
and passive activity opportunities.
Importantly, it will cater for people of all
ages including children, young people
and families, people from culturally and
linguistically diverse backgrounds, seniors
and people with disabilities.

It will also build on the recent $1.6M first
stage improvements completed in 2020,
which included construction of a new
oval with irrigation system, a dual lane,
synthetic walking/running track, a picket
fence around the perimeter of the oval
and the installation of AFL-standard LED
training lights.
The stage two works incorporate the
Universal Design Principle requirements
of Sport and Recreation Victoria’s Design
for Everyone Guide and includes a
continuous, accessible 2.5 metre path
of travel to link all facilities within
Ewing Park and the Back Creek trail.
There will also be colour contrasts to
indicate distinct levels as well as various
zones and accessible facilities throughout
the site.

Environmentally
sustainable design is also reflected
through landscaping and urban greening,
water sensitive urban design and the use
of recycled materials where possible.
It is expected that this major project, due
to its accessibility and proximity to larger
community catchments, will be well
utilised and become a destination park
for many in our community and for
visitors to Greater Bendigo as well.
The $3.37M stage two project is funded
by a $2.89M grant from the Victorian
Government Department of Sport and
Recreation Victoria and $480,000 from
the City.
The project is expected to be complete
by June 2023.

THE STAGE TWO WORKS WILL INCLUDE
CONSTRUCTION OF:
• A new district-level skate park featuring mini bowl,
ledges, quarter pipe, flat bar, Eurogap, down rail, hubbas,
stairs, shade, seating, drinking fountain
• A learn-to-ride park and play space featuring a
roundabout, pedestrian crossings, speed humps, different
surfaces to practice on, natural and built play equipment,
shade and seating
• A shade shelter
• A cycling trail hub shelter with repair station
• Public toilet facilities with two accessible and one
ambulatory unisex cubicles
• Picnic/viewing area and seating zones
• Bouldering/climbing and rebound walls
• Outdoor fitness equipment
• New car parks in Havlin Street West and Harcourt Street
• Parkland areas with walking paths, barbecue facilities,
seating, drinking fountains, landscaping and tree planting
Artist concept.
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Three great things to
do for free this summer!

Mia Allott, Colts United
Football Club and Maddie Opie,
Touch Football Association.

1

On a warm night, take a stroll
along Oscars Walk and Bath Lane
and see the Djaara Lights art
installation.

2

Read a book under a big shady
tree, admire thousands of plants
or enjoy a family barbecue at the
Bendigo Botanic Gardens – it’s an
oasis close to the centre of Bendigo.

3

Discover Crusoe Reservoir this
summer! You can swim, paddle,
hike or throw in a line and see
what you can catch at this fantastic
nature reserve.

Supporting sport
in Strathfieldsaye
The first stage of a major project to improve sporting facilities at the
Strathfieldsaye Community Hub in Club Court is nearing completion.
The City of Greater Bendigo has worked closely with
user groups to plan a flexible facility, with spaces that
can be shared and utilised by a broad range of users
and the community.
A key aim of the first stage of the project is to provide
female-friendly facilities to enable the user clubs to cater
for the growing number of female sporting participants
and female umpires in line with community expectations
and standards.
The first stage works included:
• Refurbishment of two existing male changerooms
to unisex changerooms
• Construction of two new unisex umpire changerooms
• Extension of the building to accommodate a new,
larger canteen and new male and female toilet
amenities to serve spectators
• Repairs to the roof and flooring
• Installation of water-saving measures
and efficient lighting

Strathfieldsaye is one of Greater Bendigo’s growth
areas and the project builds on other developments at
the site including the construction of an Early Years hub
consisting of a kindergarten, childcare, play group, and
Maternal and Child Health facilities in 2018.
It is also in keeping with the 2009 Strathfieldsaye Town
Plan, which identified the need to develop a community
precinct and make efficient use of infrastructure.
The first stage of the project has been funded by the City
along with a $100,000 grant from Sport and Recreation
Victoria and contributions from Sedgwick Cricket Club
and Colts United Football Club.
The first stage of the project commenced in July 2021
and is expected to be completed by the end of the year.
Work to construct two additional female-friendly facilities
is currently underway and there are plans to undertake
further improvements to facilities for new and existing
user groups.

ACTIVE AND HEALTHY
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Work underway on
new Mercy Junortoun
Sports Precinct

The stage one redevelopment of
the lower oval precinct will include:
• Construction of one
junior-size oval*
• Construction of one
minimum-size senior oval*
• Construction of two synthetic
cricket pitches*
• Construction of two outdoor
netball courts*
• Irrigation, access ways,
pathways and landscaping*
• Goal posts, training lights,
interchange benches*
• Electronic scoreboards to
senior oval*
Construction of the indoor
complex/cricket hub will include
the following community use areas:
• Local-level AFL, Cricket
Victoria and Netball Victoria
female-friendly changerooms
and amenities x 6*
• Umpire changerooms x 2*
• External viewing area*
• Dedicated storage areas for
sporting user groups and
school*
• Social and meeting spaces*

A partnership of this scale is
significant and a win-win for the
College, local sporting user groups
and the wider community.

• First aid room*
• Kitchen/kiosk*
The cricket hub area will include:
• Six-lane cricket training area**
Artist concept.

• Access to changerooms
and amenities***
• Office administration area**

Stage one of a $24.8M partnership between Catherine McAuley College, the
City of Greater Bendigo, Cricket Australia, Cricket Victoria and the Victorian
Government has commenced and will deliver much-needed new school and
community joint-use sporting facilities in the growing Junortoun area.
The Mercy Junortoun Sports Precinct
project will create a high-quality, state-ofthe-art junior sporting hub with irrigated
sports fields and other facilities to cater
for cricket, AFL, netball, soccer and
basketball to support educational use
during school hours and community use
outside of school hours. It will also provide
much-needed facilities and infrastructure
for cricket in line with the Victorian Cricket
Infrastructure Strategy (2018-2028).

sporting user groups and the wider
community, as joint-use infrastructure
reduces the need for duplication of sports
field investment and provides facilities
that can be actively used every day of the
week during and after school hours.

The project will be undertaken in two
stages, with the first stage including
a redevelopment of the lower oval
precinct and the construction of an
indoor complex/cricket hub.

The project also highlights the City’s
commitment to deliver infrastructure
across the municipality that can be
accessed by all residents.

A partnership of this scale is significant
and a win-win for the College, local
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Sharing the costs reduces the cost to the
community and improves the quality of
facilities that both the City and the College
can deliver.

The $20.24M first stage of the project
is being funded by Catherine McAuley
College/Mercy Education Ltd – $15.59M

(plus provision of the land), the City –
$4.15M and the Victorian Government
(Cricket Australia, Sport and Recreation
Victoria) – $500,000.
The second stage of the project is partially
funded by Catherine McAuley College/
Mercy Education Ltd – $1.52M and the
City – $1.52M. However, a further funding
commitment of $1.5M is required to progress
this stage of works, with initial conversations
being held with the Victorian Government.
The project is expected to be completed
by April 2023.
* City of Greater Bendigo to contribute partnership
funding to these works
** Funded by Catherine McAuley College and the
Victorian Government
*** Funded by Catherine McAuley College

• Two-court stadium***
• Storage space**
Stage two (currently unfunded)
will include the construction of:
• A full-size senior oval with
competition lighting and
scoreboard*
• A second, junior-size oval with
training lighting*
• Goal posts, interchange
benches*
• Local-level AFL, Cricket
Victoria changerooms and
amenities x 2*
• Umpire changerooms x 2*
• Large social room and meeting
space*
• Kitchen/kiosk*
• Storage space for sporting
user groups*
• External viewing areas*

We’re working on a new
play space for Lake Weeroona
Get excited kids because the City of Greater Bendigo is currently working to finalise plans
and contracts for the construction of a fantastic new play space for Lake Weeroona.
The existing play space was constructed in
1998 and the City is working to build a new
facility at the site to continue to entertain
new generations of young people for the
next 20 years.
The new play space will feature:
• A bigger footprint than the existing
space with secure fencing
• Junior and senior play zones with play
equipment for all ages and abilities,
and a variety of seating options. The
two zones are separated by a central
lawn area to provide opportunities for
supervision of the surrounding activities
• Various swinging options, including
a basket swing, will be included
across the site

• An accessible ramp running from
the north heading south to provide
access to the junior play zone and
ending in one tall tower. The ramp will
incorporate the existing Peppercorn
tree and provide a shaded treehouse
space. As the ramp gets higher it can
be accessed by more climbing nets
with tunnels and swings installed
underneath
• A tower to provide views over the play
space, lake and reserve. The tower will
have several longer slides coming off
it and will provide access to a large
climbing net
• Two entrances, one in the north (closer
to the picnic shelter) and the other in
the south (closer to the toilet facility)

• A nature play area next to the junior
play zone for quieter experiences
• Installation of shade sails and trees
and shrubs to provide relief in the
hotter weather
Lake Weeroona play space is one of the
City’s most popular and well used play
spaces, with more than 80,000 visitors
enjoying it each year.
The upgrade is a key action of the
City’s Lake Weeroona Master Plan
2011 to ensure it continues to be a key
destination play space. Construction
of the new play space is expected
to commence in the next
financial year.

Lake Weeroona play space is one of
the City’s most popular and well used
play spaces, with more than 80,000
visitors enjoying it each year.

Artist concept.
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Are you a
tired parent?

We can help!
If you are a tired parent
with a newborn, baby or
toddler, the City of Greater
Bendigo’s Maternal and
Child Health nurses are
here to help!

By taking part you will learn:

The City’s Maternal and Child Health service
is offering parents and caregivers free,
face-to-face group and online Sleep and
Settling information sessions for newborns
(0 to 3 months), babies (6 to 12 months)
and toddlers (18 months to 24 months).

The sessions are funded by the Victorian
Government’s More Help for new Victorian
Mums and Dads initiative, delivered by
the City’s qualified team of Maternal and
Child Health nurses and Early Parenting
workers, and are free of charge.

The program’s strategies are informed
by evidence and it provides information
and guidance around typical sleep
patterns and behaviours across a range
of developmental ages. The program also
addresses common sleep concerns.

• How to create good sleep habits right
from the start
• What a good bedtime routine looks like
• How much sleep your baby needs
• How to avoid meltdowns at bedtime
• Strategies for common sleep
problems

Please scan the QR code for more
information and to book a session, or contact
sleepandsettling@bendigo.vic.gov.au
You can also book a session online at
sleepandsettlingbendigo.eventbrite.com.au

LIVING WITH COVID-19
We’re now living with COVID-19.
Victoria and Australia are opening up and we’re all going to come into contact with the virus.
As a result, we’ll see more infection in our community.
Vaccination is your best defence against getting very sick from COVID-19.
It’s a good idea to be prepared, in case you have to isolate at home.
Do you have some meals in the freezer, enough pantry items and some extra pet food?
There’s no need to panic buy, just plan to look after yourself for a few days until you can arrange
a food delivery from your local supermarket or have a friend drop off some supplies.
Buddy up with someone, so you can help each other out if you need it.
We’re all going to have to work together over the next few months, so local agencies can support
the most vulnerable people in our community first.
The City of Greater Bendigo can also help by emailing covid19relief@bendigo.vic.gov.au or calling 5434 6237.

Don’t forget to stay informed, visit www.coronavirus.vic.gov.au or www.bendigohealth.org.au
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Could you be a
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carer?

Foster carer Jess Skrinis.

Fostering is a crucial
part of the animal rescue
world and an essential
role in the operation of
the Bendigo Animal Relief
Centre (BARC).
Pet foster care provides a safe, nurturing
environment for a homeless pet until a
permanent home is found and BARC relies
on foster carers to help care for sick,
injured or very young pets until they are
ready to be adopted into a new home.
Since BARC opened its doors on July 1,
2019 over 900 kittens have come into care.
Thanks to an army of foster carers, BARC
has been able to place many mother cats
and their litters of kittens, or weaned
kittens not old enough to be adopted, into

a home environment while they develop
and grow to a suitable age for adoption.
All cats and dogs adopted through BARC
must be de-sexed, vaccinated and microchipped prior to being adopted, and foster
care allows young animals the time to
grow and mature until they are strong
enough to cope with the required surgical
procedures. For a kitten, this is usually
around 10 weeks old.
Anyone can be a foster carer. Students,
full time workers, families, singles, people
with other pets and people without pets
can all provide necessary foster care
to animals.
With so many animals requiring foster
care, BARC is sure to find an animal that
is suited to you. If you work full time,
it might be best to foster a mother cat
and her litter of kittens so she can do all
the feeding and cleaning! Or if you have
young children at home, then you may

prefer to foster some weaned kittens
that are old enough to interact with your
kids and give them some exposure to the
responsibilities of owning a pet for a week
or two without a long-term commitment.
If you are interested in becoming a
foster carer there are a few things BARC
will require from you before you start
fostering:
• You must be a resident in the
City of Greater Bendigo
• You must be the home owner or have
your landlord’s approval to foster
• Your existing pets must be registered
with the City and should be vaccinated
to prevent disease transmission
You can download a Foster Carer
Application Form from the BARC website
www.bendigoanimalreliefcentre.com.au
You will need to submit the application
along with a copy of your identification.

Since BARC opened
its doors on July 1,
2019 over 900 kittens
have come into care.
Once you have submitted your
application you will be contacted by
a BARC staff member to get some finer
details, and to arrange an inspection of
your property to ensure the environment
is safe and suitable for the animals you
wish to foster. Following the approved
property inspection, a Foster Carer
Agreement is signed, making you ready
to start fostering!
BARC is also looking for more dog foster
carers, so if you are more of a dog person
please contact us on 5441 2209 or visit
www.bendigoanimalreliefcentre.com.au
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Bendigo Botanic Gardens
staff Sandra Crump, Lonain
Burnett and Kirstie Paterson
prepare for planting.

A highlight of the project is a
strong focus on the indigenous
plants that have been used by
the Dja Dja Wurrung People for
over 60,000 years.

Indigenous plants to be showcased
Over 15,000 indigenous trees, plants and shrubs grown at local nurseries will be planted in the new $7M
Bendigo Botanic Gardens Central Hub Precinct, which is currently under construction on a one-hectare site
located between the Garden for the Future and the Heritage Gardens.
The Central Hub Precinct is an exciting
cultural project for Greater Bendigo that will
enhance the flow of the existing gardens
and provide unique visitor experiences that
encourage people to connect and interact
with the landscape and the Bendigo Creek.
The project includes construction of:
• A new (660m2) timber-clad Visitor
Centre building with provision for a
café/function centre, community rooms
and public toilet facilities
• New gardens featuring local indigenous
plants
• Gathering and educational spaces
• Wetlands and ponds
• Stormwater harvesting system
• New formalised entrance to the
Bendigo Botanic Gardens
A highlight of the project is a strong focus
on the indigenous plants that have been
used by the Dja Dja Wurrung People for
more than 60,000 years.
More than 106 trees to provide shade
for the new gardens will be planted, with
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many used by the Dja Dja Wurrung People
for tools, food, clothing and medicine,
including Eucalyptus camaldulensis (River
Red-gum) used for tool manufacturing,
Acacia dealbata (Silver Wattle) used
for medicines, Santalum acuminatum
(Quandong) used as a food source, and
Melaleuca lanceolata (Moonah) used
for fibre and bark to make clothing
and swaddling.
The planting design for the Central Hub
Precinct will feature 10 different plant
mixes consisting of over 130 different
species of shrubs, grasses and perennials.
These species will showcase the breadth
of plants in the Greater Bendigo region
and the different ways they can
be displayed.
One of the main features of the new
precinct will be a substantial water feature
with wetlands and ponds in front of the
new Visitor Centre. The wetlands will be
fed by water captured and diverted to
underground water holding tanks via the
new storm water systems. Water from the
underground tanks will then be pumped
throughout the wetlands.

The wetlands and ponds will be planted
with approximately 1,000 indigenous
water plants.
The ponds will feature different layers
of plantings, starting with ephemeral
plantings along the edges of the ponds
all the way to the submerged plantings
below the water surface.
There are plans to introduce small
indigenous fish species into the wetlands
and it is hoped that frogs will also be
attracted to the area.
This exciting project is expected to be
completed by June 2022 and will enhance
Greater Bendigo and the wider
region’s arts and
recreation strengths
by providing
opportunities
for social
participation,
lifelong
learning,
cultural
enrichment
and enhanced

physical and mental health, and will be
a place for residents and visitors to attend
events, recreate, learn, play, eat, drink
and enjoy.
The $7M project is funded by $3.75M from
the Victorian Government Building Works
package, $1.75M from the Australian
Government Local Roads and Community
Infrastructure Program, $550,000 from
the Department of Environment, Land,
Water and Planning, and $1M from the
City of Greater Bendigo. A further $10,000
contribution from the Friends of the
Bendigo Botanic Gardens assisted
with the design of the project.

Good wood!
A decision by the City of Greater Bendigo in 1999
to establish a tree plantation for commercial timber
production on a 320-hectare site located in Huntly and
a further 125-hectare plantation in 2003 in Crosbie,
near Heathcote, is demonstrating promising economic
returns and environmental benefits for wildlife,
salinity, land and water protection.
Coordinator Arboriculture and
Environmental Management
Suzanne Johnstone.

At the Huntly site more than 150,000
native hardwood trees suitable for timber
production were planted, while over 94,000
specially selected Ironbark and Sugar Gum
trees were planted at the Crosbie site.
Twenty years ago there were very few
commercial plantations featuring these
species, which makes both sites unique
demonstration projects for what can
be achieved in a region not known for
forestry projects of this type.
While the focus of the two projects has
primarily been on commercial value, the
ecological impacts of both sites are also
important and in 2019 the City awarded
a five-year contract to local Bendigo
business Wood4Good to manage both
sites using regenerative forestry practices
to add value to the forestry assets.
Regenerative forestry involves active
management to reduce competition by
removing weaker, poorly formed trees
and encouraging larger, better formed
trees to access light, soil and water. They
then become sawlog trees of the future.
Wood4Good sells the forest products
it harvests into the marketplace where
customers are looking to purchase
provenance-traced, ethically-sourced
wood products for firewood, posts, poles,
chopping blocks, kindling and wood rounds,
and a royalty is paid back to the City
based on the solid volume of wood sold.

Investing in and protecting
habitats is fundamental
to the City’s aims.

This process of actively managing the
forests is creating a healthier habitat for
a range of plant and animal species, and
also capturing carbon that buffers the
City against climate change.
Wood4Good, as part of its operations,
has strongly focused on regulating,

diversifying and protecting the forest
landscapes in Huntly and Crosbie, and
the ecosystems they have since created.
An ecological assessment commissioned
by Wood4Good, with the support of the
City, has shown that by actively caring
for our forests we can achieve multiple
outcomes for sustainable firewood, carbon
capture and increased local biodiversity.
The City recently commissioned Wood4Good
to undertake carbon modelling of the
Crosbie forest to quantify how much carbon
the forest has removed over its current life
and to understand what is likely into the
future. Investing in carbon and biodiversity
forests is an important strategy for the
City to achieve its goal of net zero carbon
emissions by 2030. It is also in line with the
aims of the City’s new Climate Change and
Environment Strategy to remove as much
carbon as possible from the atmosphere
and regenerate local biodiversity.
Investing in and protecting habitats
is fundamental to the City’s aims.
Connecting patches of remnant vegetation
to increase the region’s ecological
function and value is also important
to help reverse biodiversity decline
associated with landscape fragmentation.
Utilising carbon and biodiversity
plantations on a large scale is critical
for increasing landscape connectivity
and regenerating local biodiversity.
Both the Huntly and Crosbie projects
are showing that productive forestry and
biodiversity enhancement can co-exist. The
projects are contributing to the survival of
vulnerable species, are sinking carbon to
buffer against climate change and driving
the circular and bio-economies for
a better future for residents.
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Making the

safer

You may have noticed some more colour in the Bendigo city centre lately.
New LED tactile paving has been installed
on the footpaths at the intersection of
Mitchell and Hargreaves Streets and
Hargreaves Mall to aid busy, distracted
or vision impaired pedestrians.
LED tactile paving is a ground surface
treatment that changes colour between
red and green with the traffic lights to
provide a clear signal for pedestrians
when it’s safe to cross the road.

Pedestrians are one of the most vulnerable
road user groups, and the number of
pedestrians killed or hospitalised has
increased in the last five years.
Between 2014 and 2019, more than 170
pedestrians were killed in Victoria, and
more than 2,300 seriously injured.
While some may have seen this technology in
use in Melbourne, Bendigo is one of the first
places in regional Victoria to have it installed.

Following the original Swanston Street
installation in Melbourne, market
research found that 68 per cent of people
felt safer at intersections with LED tactile
paving and 59 per cent found them easier
to see than standard pedestrian lanterns.
The intersection of Mitchell and Hargreaves
Streets was chosen as it is a high pedestrian
activity zone that connects people to
shops, restaurants and public transport.

The new LED tactile indicators were
installed with funding provided through
the $4M Innovative Package under the
Road Safety Program. These safety
improvements are part of the Victorian
and Australian Government’s $245M Road
Safety Program, which aims to reduce
the number of deaths and serious injuries
on our roads.

While some may have seen this technology in use
in Melbourne, Bendigo is one of the first places
in regional Victoria to have it installed.

Road safety project benefits students and residents
An important $1.4M road safety project was recently
completed at the intersection of Barkly and Bancroft
Streets, Bendigo to improve safety in the area,
particularly for students at the Catherine McAuley
College senior campus and local residents.
The works included construction of
a new roundabout, installation of new
kerb and channel, intersection upgrades
at Valentine Street and Barkly Terrace
West, and Bancroft and Rosalind Streets,
and installation of two new bus bays
in Valentine Street.
City of Greater Bendigo Manager
Engineering Ian McLauchlan said the
project was in response to a number of
crashes in the area and the need to protect
the high number of school students and
other pedestrians who use the area.
“This was an important project that will
help reduce the speed of vehicles around
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the school and provide greater pedestrian
safety along Barkly and Bancroft Streets,”
Mr McLauchlan said.
“It has resulted in new bus bays in
Valentine Street and a new school
crossing, and more formalised parking
in Barkly Street. An existing slip lane
from Barkly Street to Bancroft Street
was removed and a new parkland area
was also created.”
The $1.4M project was undertaken by
the City as part of the Safe Travel in Local
Streets program, funded by the TAC and
Victorian Government’s $1.4B investment
into road safety.

Greater Bendigo to trial world-first road safety technology
New state-of-the-art internally illuminated chevron
alignment markers will be installed on high risk bends
on Sutton Grange Road this summer as part of a road
safety trial funded by the Australian Government’s
Road Safety Innovation Fund.

The new illuminated signs have been
developed by OmniGrip Direct in Australia,
for Australian conditions using innovative
hybrid reflective, photoluminescent and
solar-charged LED technology to make
dark, high-risk, rural roads safer for
motorists and riders at night.
Greater Bendigo will be the first place in
the world to experience and benefit from
the installation of this innovative, safe and
sustainable illuminated road sign technology.
OmniGrip Direct, who applied for the
funding, worked closely with the City of
Greater Bendigo to identify a suitable site
to trial the technology and the stretch
of Sutton Grange Road, between North
Harcourt Road and Axe Creek Road, was
chosen to test the new signs.
Sutton Grange Road is a rural road with
a poor crash history. There have been four
crashes on the road between 2017 and
2019, including three single vehicle run-off
road crashes with two occurring in low
light conditions.

Top 5 tips to reduce waste this
The Christmas and holiday season can result in significant increases in the amount of waste and recycling
the City of Greater Bendigo collects from local homes, so we’ve put together our top tips to help you
reduce your waste this festive season.
Consider minimising gift purchases and waste by implementing the five gift rules:
1. Something they want 2. Something they need 3. Something they wear 4. Something they read 5. Something they do

• Australian’s use more than 150,000
kilometres of wrapping paper at
Christmas (enough to wrap around
the Earth’s equator nearly four
times). So instead of wrapping gifts
in paper, foil or cellophane, why not
get creative by using a scarf, towel
or tea towel, or an item of clothing
to wrap presents with as part of
the gift! If you do have to use paper,
make sure it can be easily reused or
recycled

• Borrow or hire anything you need for
a party rather than buying, especially
if it will only be used for a short time
• Think about if you really need to
upgrade electronic equipment/games.
If you do, then why not try and sell old
equipment or, if it’s broken, take it to
either the Eaglehawk Landfill Recycle
Centre or one of the City’s transfer
stations located in Strathfieldsaye,
Heathcote or Goornong. You can also
dispose of old household batteries
while you are at it!

• If you are having family over during
Christmas, make sure you pop your
organics kitchen caddy out and
remind everyone to dispose of their
food scraps correctly
• Ditch single-use plastic! Avoid
cutlery, crockery, cups, straws and
decorations all made from singleuse plastic. These items cannot be
recycled and contribute significantly
to landfill, and there are plenty of
reusable and compostable options
available

The signs are internally illuminated by
photoluminescent wafers, which store
sunlight through the day. At night, the
stored light energy is slowly released,
providing an internally illuminated sign
that is more noticeable to drivers than
a standard sign. This means there is
no need for an electrical connection.
A successful outcome from the Sutton
Grange Road demonstration will help
verify the technology’s effectiveness
and will open the door for road agencies
to improve night-time safety on other
high-risk roads using illuminated signs.
The Road Safety Innovation Fund is
providing $12M over four years to support
road safety research and the development
of new road safety technologies to reduce
harm and trauma-related crashes on
Australian roads. The intention of the
program is to contribute to the realisation
of ‘Vision Zero’ — zero fatal and serious
injuries on Australia’s roads by 2050.

Have you
got our new
number?
The City of Greater Bendigo
is changing its phone number.

You can call us
on 1300 00 2642
(or 1300 00 COGB).
This number will
replace our existing
number 5434 6000.
We are currently in a transition
period and both numbers will
work, but we’re encouraging you to
start using our new number now.
So put our new number in your
mobile or cut out this ad and put
it on the fridge!
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2

WHAT’S IN THE WORKS?
As part of the Council’s commitment to deliver improved
infrastructure, a range of works are currently underway
or have recently been completed.

3

3. Reconstruction of Strickland Road,
between Murphy Street and Rohs
Road, involving improved drainage,
removal and replacement of damaged
and broken kerb and channel, and full
pavement reconstruction. Valued at
$1.1M and due for completion
mid-February 2022.

BENDIGO
Brougham Street – median tree cells
Ewing Park – car park construction
Wolstencroft Reserve – capping works
EAGLEHAWK
Averys Road – footpath renewal
JACKASS FLAT
Edwards Road – drainage

1. Much-needed repairs to the damaged
concrete floor of the High Street to Violet
Street section of Bendigo Creek. Works
are estimated to cost $228,000 and are
due for completion in late December.
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2. Reconstruction of a footpath in Queen
Street using city centre-style path with
bluestone paving and asphalt infills.
Works are estimated to cost $150,000
and are nearing completion.

RAYWOOD
Recreation Reserve drainage
STRATHFIELDSAYE
Tannery Lane – footpath renewal

Start me up
– support
for new and
emerging
businesses
After participating in a past La
Trobe-run accelerator program,
Joel Rockes from Agrinous said
there were significant benefits
and mentoring for businesses
starting out.

If you want to turn a great business idea into
a reality or are looking to take your business to the next level
in 2022, the new Startup Central Victoria initiative is offering mentoring,
training and a 12-week accelerator program to help emerging entrepreneurs.
The City of Greater Bendigo is leading the
new Startup Central Victoria initiative with
a range of exciting free virtual programs
for aspiring and emerging entrepreneurs
located in Greater Bendigo, Loddon,
Campaspe, Mount Alexander, Central
Goldfields and Macedon Ranges Shires.
With Victorian Government funding, the
initiative has been designed to support
new entrepreneurs and businesses looking
to scale up operations. A range of free
program activities are running to connect

businesses with established entrepreneurs,
industry leaders, developers and designers,
including a 12-week accelerator program
delivered by La Trobe University in
February 2022 (see break out box).

young businesses looking to scale up,”
Mr Hamilton said.

City Director Strategy and Growth Steve
Hamilton said the initiative was important
to address wider regional needs and create
new opportunities across central Victoria.

“We are seeking to nurture a culture
of innovation across the region and this
is an opportunity for people to convert
great ideas into reality, help burgeoning
businesses to attract new markets
and create future job opportunities
in central Victoria.”

“Startup Central Victoria will provide
invaluable support for local startups and

More information can be found
at startupcv.com.au/events

OPPORTUNITY TO ACCELERATE YOUR BUSINESS IDEA OR NEW BUSINESS
Startup Central Victoria’s next Accelerator Program will
run from February to May 2022 with an exciting opportunity
for startups and emerging businesses to launch their
business or scale up to national and international markets.
This program brings together a wealth of knowledge and
expertise for participants.
Delivered by La Trobe’s Innovation and Entrepreneurship
and their international partners, the free 12-week program
is open to entrepreneurs and businesses in the central
Victorian region. The accelerator program provides

“As a young business you don’t
know everything and it’s wise to
take the advice of professionals
in the field. Although the program
was foreign to us, it challenged
our mindset and the business
model we’d already put down on
paper, which was a good thing
and we are still engaged with
our mentor today,” Joel said.

mentoring and training, and has been designed to be flexible
and tailored to suit participants.
Three tailored learning streams are open to individuals and
teams supported by experts, coaches and mentors suitable for
early stage startup businesses, businesses in the development
stages, and an advanced stream for those who are scaling up
nationally and internationally to target new markets.
Expressions of interest are open now and will close
January 24. More information can be found at
startupcv.com.au/events/accelerator-program

Emma Gibbons was one of 20
people from across the region
who participated in Startup
Central Victoria’s Hackathon held
in October and says she found
it very beneficial. Emma pitched
her business idea at the end of
the event and received valuable
feedback from a panel of mentors.
“I’m so excited. I can’t believe
how much I’ve progressed my
business idea.” Emma said.
She is now participating in the 2021
Accelerator Program to further
progress a startup business to
provide weekend retreats for
women in central Victoria.
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City grants
awarded to
104 local
businesses
Businesses have benefited from the City of Greater
Bendigo’s Business Grants Fund set up to invigorate
the local economy during COVID-19 recovery and
encourage improvements, investments, expansion plans
and collaboration among the business community.
The $729,000 Business Grants Fund was
launched in August 2021 and attracted 343
applications from businesses competing
for grants to boost business capacity,
resilience and capability.
Applications from local businesses
were carefully considered based on
eligibility criteria and the strengths of
their submission. An independent panel
scored applications individually and then
together as a group to make the final
recommendations for funding.
There were 104 businesses selected to
receive grants ranging from $2,000 up
to $15,000.
A wide range of business sectors
applied for the funding from hospitality,
accommodation services, creative
industries, health and fitness to
manufacturing, building and digital
services and many more.

The Business Grants Fund was part of
the City’s $2M COVID-19 support package,
a key inclusion in the 2021/2022 Budget.
Funding was divided into five streams:
• Stream one: Planning, Training and
Development up to $2,000 per grant
• Stream two: Launchpad up to $5,000
per grant
• Stream three: Innovation and Growth
up to $10,000 per grant
• Stream four: Precinct Growth up to
$12,500 per grant to foster business
collaboration
• Stream five: Research and
Development up to $15,000
Businesses selected will use the grants
in many ways.

Manager Sharon Carlson from Crystal Inn and Apartments said the grant will
be used to develop a marketing strategy to increase bookings.
“We are very excited to have received this financial support from the City. After
such a difficult 18 months, it is wonderful to be provided with
the financial means to focus on business development.
We are putting the money towards our marketing
by contracting a local company to support
the development and implementation of our
marketing plan for 2022 and beyond. Accessing
support by experienced marketers ensures our
marketing spend has maximum impact, enabling
increased client base and improved revenue,”
Ms Carlson said.
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Managing Director Rachael Hamilton from Bendigo Ornamental Plaster
explains how the grant received in the research and development stream
will be used.
“We are grateful to now have the
funding to embark on a project
we have been investigating for
a couple of years. The grant
will be used to investigate a
potential fibreglass alternative for
handmade, ornamental cornices.
Waste from manufacture of these
products currently goes to landfill,
so is costly and not good for
our environment.

There has never been a more
pressing time to contribute to
looking after our environment
than now.
This enables us to investigate
a product that could reduce our
carbon footprint, reduce our waste
costs and increase our output
through more efficient production
methods,” Ms Hamilton said.

gb quiz!
Microsprout owner Andrew
Cameron is delighted to receive
a business grant.
“We are a small-scale microgreen
business growing a variety
of salads and garnishes for
local restaurants. We also sell
our products to the public at
farmers markets in Bendigo
and Castlemaine. The grant
will allow us to purchase a cool
room and contribute to a larger
greenhouse so we can grow
more produce. It means we can
extend our wholesale exposure to
more restaurants across central
Victoria and enable the business
to double capacity and improve
reliability, which is fantastic
after a challenging year,”
Mr Cameron said.

How well do you know
Greater Bendigo?

Q1

Where is the
night time
display Djaara
Lights located?

Q2

The Koorie Youth
Flick Fest Awards are
part of which film festival?

Q3

True or False: The redevelopment
of the Ewing Park Recreation
Precinct includes both a skate
park and learn-to-ride park
and play space.

Q4
Q5

How many indigenous trees,
plants and shrubs will be planted
in the new Bendigo Botanic
Gardens Central Hub Precinct?
A) 13,000 B) 15,000 C) 17,000

Q6

What is the name of the
program to help local emerging
entrepreneurs?

Q7

How many businesses were
awarded a grant through the
City’s Business Grants Fund?
A) 84 B) 94 C) 104

Q8

True or False: Bendigo and the
region was the first location
in Australia to be designated
a UNESCO City and region
of Gastronomy.

Q9

Which celebrity
chefs host a
new SBS Food
TV series
that features
Bendigo?

Q10

When does Elvis:
Direct from Graceland
open at Bendigo Art Gallery?

Sally Donaldson from Old Green
Bean is also excited to receive
a grant.
“We were over the moon to
receive the grant for innovation
and growth. We love a win for
small hospitality businesses in the
area. We’re hoping to fulfil some
long-term dreams of ours to work
with Council and our landlord
on redesigning and reorganising
the space at Old Green Bean.
We would like to create a more
streamlined and efficient service
and more space for customers
to dine in,” Ms Donaldson said.

What popular lake
is getting a new
play space in 2022?

How well did you do? See page 38 for answers.
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Plans for a new employment precinct progress
The City of Greater Bendigo is progressing exciting
new plans to develop the Bendigo Regional
Employment Precinct, south of the Marong township,
following the purchase of 155 hectares of land.
The Bendigo Regional Employment
Precinct (BREP) will provide much-needed
industrial land for businesses looking to
expand or relocate to Greater Bendigo, as
well as employment opportunities for our
growing community.
Earlier this year, the City purchased 155
hectares within the preferred 280-hectare
precinct along the Wimmera and Calder
Alternative Highways, south of the
Marong township. This site was identified
in the Marong Township Structure Plan,
adopted by Council last year, to progress
an employment precinct. This project
is strongly supported by business and
manufacturing sectors in Greater Bendigo
to encourage future investment and local
jobs. The development of the full precinct
could generate around 6,000 direct and
indirect jobs.

“We can now progress
this priority project
to ensure Greater
Bendigo can attract
and retain vital
business investment
to support future jobs
for our community.”
City Chief Executive Officer Craig Niemann
said the land purchase was a significant
step towards developing BREP to support
new and expanding businesses in Greater
Bendigo and attract investment long term.
“Council has long seen the need for more
industrial land, especially large parcels of
unconstrained and strategically located
land. Industrial land is currently in short
supply in Greater Bendigo, with less than
10 years’ supply left,” Mr Niemann said.
The City has spent the last two years
going through a process of assessing
market needs and then considering 600
potential sites. Individual landowners
were also given an opportunity to put
forward potentially suitable sites
for assessment.
“The purchased land
was not compulsorily
acquired. The City
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has been in discussions with landowners
who were willing to sell and a fair market
value was negotiated. The purchase price
is commercial in confidence information,”
Mr Niemann said.
The next step in the project is to commence
a number of detailed technical planning
studies, which will help inform the design
of the precinct as well as identify required
infrastructure and any constraints. The City
is working with the Victorian Government to
determine the best process for progressing
this work and the most appropriate
planning tools. Part of the planning
process will be to consider appropriate
interface treatments, landscaping and
access into the employment precinct.
A master plan will be prepared, which will
help the community to better understand
the design and any impacts.
BREP will be primarily directed at
advanced manufacturing and logistics
businesses. The site will not be
appropriate or zoned for uses such as
abattoirs or other heavier industry that
require large land use buffers.
The community will have the opportunity
to provide input and feedback as part of
the planning process once it begins in
the future.
“We can now progress this priority project
to ensure Greater Bendigo can attract
and retain vital business investment to
support future jobs for our community,”
Mr Niemann said.
Further information can be found at
www.bendigo.vic.gov.au/brep

Why does Council want to develop an employment precinct?
An employment precinct will provide much-needed land for new and expanding
businesses. There is currently very little available industrial land in Greater
Bendigo, which impacts on our ability to attract and retain businesses. The
employment precinct will provide employment opportunities for a growing
population, with more than 3,000 jobs in industry forecast over the next 15 years.
Why has this site been selected?
The City has spent the last two years going through a process of assessing
market needs and then considering potential sites. This site was selected due to
its proximity to a growing population, limited environmental constraints, access
to transport links, its size and the relatively small numbers of landowners.
What does this mean for the Marong Township Structure Plan?
The Marong Township Structure Plan was adopted in 2020. The next step
is for a planning scheme amendment to implement this Structure Plan.
A Development Contributions Plan still needs to be prepared for the township,
as well as for the Industrial Precinct. This plan will identify the infrastructure
and services that are needed as well as the costs.
The Marong Township Structure Plan amendment can continue as the City
commences detailed planning for the employment precinct.
With the Marong township forecast to grow to 8,000 people, the Bendigo
Regional Employment Precinct will provide much needed employment
to a growing residential population.
What will the impact be on existing nearby residents?
Part of the planning will be to consider appropriate interface treatments,
landscaping and access into the employment precinct to minimise any impact
on residents.
The site will be primarily directed at advanced manufacturing and logistics
businesses. The site will not be appropriate or zoned for uses such as abattoirs
or other heavier industry that require large land use buffers.

Window of opportunity
Two businesses have set up shop at the lanterns
in Hargreaves Mall to showcase their goods and
services in the heart of the city centre as part
of a new business support initiative.
The lanterns were former public
convenience blocks in the Mall, which
have been totally refitted and repurposed
to become new pop up spaces for
businesses.
The lanterns have a servery window
that opens onto the Mall and tenants
occupying them can also make use of the
immediate outside area under awnings.

City of Greater Bendigo Director Strategy
and Growth Steve Hamilton said the initiative
was an opportunity to support small
businesses recovering from the COVID-19
pandemic and to promote themselves in
a unique way in a city centre location.
“The pop up spaces are suitable for all kinds
of businesses from micro-retailers, creatives,
start-ups, home-based or online ventures,

to fitness and wellbeing professionals who
are interested in using these centrallylocated spaces,” Mr Hamilton said.
“Tenancies are short term, flexible and at
no cost to successful applicants, and the
City provides significant logistical support.”
Businesses and individuals are invited
to submit an expression of interest
to become a temporary tenant in the
lanterns in Hargreaves Mall.
The short-term tenancies aim to stimulate
retail activity and bring new business,
creativity and a variety of attractions
to the Mall.
This initiative is in response to community
consultation on the Mall and part of the

“Tenancies are short
term, flexible and at
no cost to successful
applicants.”
Transforming the City Centre Action Plan.
The overall aim is to further invigorate
the vibrancy of the city centre as a great
place to relax, shop and do business.
For information on tenancy opportunities
in 2022, please call City Activation Officer
Michele Bauer on 1300 00 2642.

Mae Collado explains how the central location has helped
her IT business Mae & José.
“We were running our Mae & José
business from home, but it was hard
with the COVID-19 pandemic. The
stress of finding a retail space and
not being able to open was difficult
to figure out, so we were seeking a
short-term tenancy. We began our
small business at the pop up lantern
in the Mall in August and it’s going
really well. Our target markets are
mainly seniors and NDIS participants
who need help with their iPhone, iPad,
computers or other IT devices, or are
looking for training on how to use
them. The location and accessibility
are perfect for our clients as there’s
lots of parking in the city centre. If
our clients are required to leave their
device with us, they can go off and do

errands or get some lunch so there
are things for them to do while they
wait,” Mrs Collado said.
“We get a lot of referrals as we’ve
built a little business community with
other computer companies in the
city centre who can’t offer training
and educational services. They send
people over to us if a customer needs
one-on-one help with their devices,
want data transferred or IT issues
fixed. The pop up at the Mall has
really helped our business because
of its central location and it’s easy
to find. We also get a lot of foot traffic
with people stopping by wondering
what we do and then seeking
our service.”

Libby Torney from Lollygogs explains how the pop up lantern
has helped her chocolate and lolly business.
“As a micro-business specialising in
high quality chocolates and lollies
online, I was looking for a retail outlet.
I normally do markets but that stopped
during the pandemic and knocked my
business quite a bit. The pop up at the
lantern continues to be a great short
term opportunity. I’m building my
customer base and getting a lot
of great feedback in the Mall about
my products,” Ms Torney said.
“It has been an absolute blessing
being able to operate the pop up to
keep the business rolling, and putting
money back into buying more stock.
I only set up in September and have

already given hundreds of business
cards out and it’s great having a
presence in the city centre. The bonus
of the pop up lantern is that I get
regular customers who come back
for more chocolate and lollies. I’m
pretty happy with the way it’s going.
I’ve got a fairy floss machine, which
is proving popular with families in
the Mall on Saturdays. They go to the
playground or dad is looking after
the kids while mum shops, so it gets
really busy in the Mall. It feels like
a kiosk and people are keen to stop
and chat and I love that.”
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City and region
of Gastronomy
turns two
It is two years since Bendigo and the region became Australia’s
first UNESCO Creative City of Gastronomy and much work
continues to gather pace building the region’s reputation
as a culinary destination.
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In late 2019, Bendigo and the surrounding
region was designated a UNESCO City and
region of Gastronomy and joined 245 cities
around the world with a UNESCO Creative
Cities designation. This gastronomy
designation was the first in Australia
and recognises the region’s diverse food
culture and the community’s commitment
to local, sustainable, delicious, and
creative produce.

This new ethos is built around the four key
pillars of ‘celebrating First Nations culture,
recognising creativity and innovation,
improving health and wellbeing and
prioritising environmental sustainability.’

launched the Gastronomy Guide and
Map to showcase leading gastronomy
experiences across the region, and a local
Producer Directory to highlight many
talented food and beverage makers.

Since the designation, there have been some
major achievements. Djaara has secured
$1.8M in Australian Government funding to
determine if Kangaroo Grass grain can be
commercially grown and milled.

The region is also
seeing a rise in artisans
and producers wanting
to live here and create
high quality products
for a growing market.

Bendigo Regional Tourism, a collaborative
partnership between the City, Loddon,
Central Goldfields and Mount Alexander,

The Bendigo region also won its firstever food industry award, taking out the
Outstanding Region category in delicious.
magazine’s Harvey Norman Produce
Awards 2020. The award recognises
an Australian region or place that has
successfully established itself as an
outstanding culinary destination.

The region’s profile and reputation continue
to grow with more visitors and community
members seeking unique gastronomy
experiences and an increased desire to
support local producers, particularly during
the COVID-19 pandemic. The region is also
seeing a rise in artisans and producers
wanting to live here and create high
quality products for a growing market.
Bendigo and the region are gaining
significant momentum, not just as
a cultural destination but a culinary
destination that is proud to celebrate
what is grown and made locally.

This process was a collaborative approach
by the City of Greater Bendigo with Djaara
and eight other municipalities including
the shires of Buloke, Campaspe, Central
Goldfields, Gannawarra, Hepburn, Loddon,
Macedon Ranges and Mount Alexander.
The growing gastronomy brand is not
all about high-end restaurants and
inaccessible dining experiences, but about
the region’s rich food culture including
First Nations’ culture and heritage,
creativity and collaborative approach.

New gastronomy video launched to promote
region’s unique gastronomy offerings
A beautiful new video
highlighting Bendigo
and the region’s status
as Australia’s first
UNESCO Creative City
of Gastronomy has been
released to promote our
unique food and drinks
culture and appeal to
new tourism markets.

Funded by the Victorian Government’s
Victoria Together program, this is the
first video developed under the initiative.
It captures the rich culture and traditions
around food and drink, creativity and
sustainability across the Bendigo Regional
Tourism area, which includes the shires
of Loddon, Central Goldfields and Mount
Alexander, and the City of Greater Bendigo.

This new promotional video celebrates
our amazing gastronomic offerings and
will entice more visitors to experience
the city and region firsthand.

The promotional gastronomy video can
be viewed on YouTube at www.youtube.
com/watch?v=aNvZwst8NxE

The video has been produced by
Castlemaine film maker Storyland and
is part of a bigger regional gastronomy
campaign to promote unique visitor
experiences and build on a growing
tourism market in local, sustainable,
delicious and creative produce.
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Bring delicious local produce
to your table
If you are planning to play host this Christmas or
during the summer holiday season, impress your
guests by serving fresh and delicious local produce
from our gastronomy region that is sure to make
them ask for more.
As Australia’s first UNESCO Creative City
of Gastronomy, you can enjoy the best of
Bendigo and the region’s superb range
of local produce carefully crafted, grown,
fermented, cultivated, nurtured, cured or
freshly picked by passionate producers. It
is all right here on your doorstep.

A great starting point is the Bendigo
Regional Tourism Gastronomy Guide,
which allows you to browse unique and
artisan products and source incredible
local meats, dairy, cheeses, fruit and
vegetables, olives, nuts, coffee, tea, crafted
beers, ciders, fine wines and much more.

To market, to market to buy local
fruit, veg, meat and cheese
Visiting farmers markets in Bendigo, Castlemaine and Talbot is a great way
to support local and regional producers. People travel far and wide to buy
fresh, regional produce directly from the region’s farmers. Connect with the
passionate growers, producers and artisan creatives that make our gastronomic
region stand out.
Please check the market Facebook sites or call before you visit during
the COVID-19 pandemic.

Castlemaine Farmer’s Market

Weekly Thursday Pop Up Market

When:	First Sunday of each month,
9am to 1pm

When:	Every Thursday, 3pm to
5.30pm

Backyard foodie tourist

Where:	Near historic market building,
between Forest Street and
Mostyn Street, Castlemaine

Where:	The Good Loaf Sourdough
Bakery and Cafe, 404
Hargreaves Street, Bendigo

Why not combine your love of food
with a memorable experience as
a gastronomy tourist in your own
backyard? You will be amazed what is
out there, if you know where to look.

	Weekly market every
Wednesday at Western
Reserve from 1pm to 4pm

Contact: 0498 186 491

Contact: 0490 366 243

Talbot Market

The Gastronomy Guide at
bendigogastronomy.com.au helps
you to explore leading food and
beverage experiences, custom-build
your own trails or explore existing

trails across the gastronomy region.
It is an opportunity to talk directly
to the producers and gain a better
understanding of how food and
beverages are made. Stock up while
you explore with amazing local produce
from stone fruit, ciders and condiments
to confectionery, olives, wine from cellar
doors and of course those extra special
goodies that just melt in the mouth.

Email:
cfm@castlemainefarmersmarket.org

Bendigo Community
Farmers Market
When:	Every second Saturday of
each month, 9am to 1pm
Where:	Bendigo Pony Club, Corner
Breen Street and Belle Vue
Road, Golden Square
Contact: 0498 186 491
Email:
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manager@bcfm.org.au

Email:

manager@bcfm.org.au

When:	Third Sunday of each
month, 9am to 1pm
Where:	Scandinavian Crescent and
Camp Street, Talbot
Contact: 0459 327 637
Email:
info@talbotfarmersmarket.org.au

Fossicker champions
There are many hospitality and retail
outlets that highlight and sell a fantastic
range of locally made and grown goods
that show off the best of our region.
Among them are Bendigo Wholefoods,
Edwards Providore, Harvest Food
and Wine, and PepperGreen Farm in
Bendigo. For a day trip or weekend
activity in the gastronomy region, you
are spoilt for choice with a wide variety
of paddock to plate experiences to suit
your interests and tastes. Bridgewater
Farmhouse, Harcourt Produce and
General Store, or Talbot Provedore
and Eatery can be included in trail
itineraries (refer to the Gastronomy
Guide for contact details).
If you are looking for a signature meat
dish to present at your festive table this
Christmas or want to impress family
and friends during the holiday season,

talk to your local butcher to get the best
advice or explore meat specialists such
as McIvor Farm, Fat Butcher, Oakwood
Smallgoods and Flora Hill Quality
Meats (please refer to the Gastronomy
Guide and Explore Bendigo for more
businesses).
A variety of unique produce from local
artisans also make great gifts and a
wide range can be found at Bendigo
and Heathcote Visitor Centres.
Or you can browse online at
www.uniquelybendigo.com.au
The Loddon Shed is a one stop
shop providing direct access for the
consumer to purchase high quality
artisan products from the Loddon
Valley. You can browse online at
www.theloddonshed.com.au

Craft brewers

Winemakers

The region is fast becoming a craft beer destination. There are plenty of
opportunities to meet the brewers and enjoy local ales at local hotels and bars
in the region. The Gastronomy Guide has a wide variety for you to enjoy during
this festive and holiday season.

Did you know that Bendigo and Heathcote are home
to one of Victoria’s oldest wine regions?
With over 50 cellar doors to choose from, including
small boutiques and family-run wineries, you can dine,
sample and shop direct from the cellar door
and meet members of the Bendigo Winegrowers
and Heathcote Winegrowers.
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A gastronomic feast
Here are just some of the many products that can make your hospitality stand out this season.

Breads/bakeries

Fresh vegetables and fruit

• Good Loaf Sourdough Bakery

• Huntly Organics

• Wild and Tamed

• Bendigo Organics

• Gaffney’s Bakery

• Billabong Organics

• Elmore Bakery

• Simply Tomatoes

• New Freedom Bakery

• Blackwood Orchard cherries

• Bridgewater Bakery

• Hill Crest Cherry Farm
Christmas goodies

Meat

• Harcourt Produce and General Store

• Panaforte – Romagna 29
• Pud for All Seasons

• Murphy’s Creek Pork
in Inglewood

• Michel’s Fine Biscuits

• Erindale Meats
• Oakwood Smallgoods

• Favourite Flavours Ice Creamery

• McIvor Farm Foods
• Fat Butcher

t
• Local butchers that suppor
e
duc
pro
regional

Chocolate/confectionery
• Bendigo Brittle
• Echuca Chocolate

Fun facts

• Indulge Fine Belgian Chocolate

395+ small-scale, niche and artisanal producers in the region

• Cabosse + Feve Chocolates

16 regular community and farmers markets
130+ food and wine events across the year (pre-COVID-19 pandemic)
3,160 agriculture businesses across the gastronomy region
Biggest producers are sheep and lamb worth $132M and wool at $105M
276 sheep farmers
The gastronomy region supports 3,160 agricultural businesses across
2 million hectares
395 artisanal agriculture businesses, including 60 in Bendigo
85 fruit and vegetable producers across the region,
which includes 23 olive producers

Cheese and olives

Wine harvest period in Bendigo is between February and April each year

• Long Paddock Cheese

On average there are 736 grapes in a bottle
of wine! That means, there are 164
grapes in a glass of wine!

• Holy Goat cheese
• Bridgeward Grove – olives and olive oil

Honey

• Saluté Oliva

• Bush Track Bees
• Collin’s Honey

Disclaimer: Businesses featured in our gastronomy feast appear either in the Gastronomy Guide, the Local
Producer list or are aligned with a local tourism group or food/beverage association.
Gastronomy Guide: https://explore.bendigogastronomy.com.au (consumer-facing gastronomy locations).
Local Producer List: https://bendigogastronomy.com.au/producers/ (supports consumers to source local
produce from the Gastronomy region).
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117 wine businesses
are located here
Over 4,400 people
in Bendigo work in
agriculture, forestry,
and the fishing
sectors

Celebrity chefs
showcase Greater
Bendigo in new
SBS cooking series
Bendigo and the region’s status as a City of
Gastronomy will be broadcast to viewers across Asia
in 2022 in a new SBS Food TV series presented by
celebrity chefs Adam Liaw and Poh Ling Yeow.
The two celebrity chefs have come
together for the first time on-screen,
travelling around Australia combining
their Malaysian heritage with the best of
Australian produce for their cooking series
Adam and Poh’s Malaysia in Australia.
Bendigo was the only Victorian city to
feature in the six-part series, which was
broadcast in Australia on SBS Food in
early October and is available to watch
on SBS On Demand if you missed out.
The series will be promoted and aired
in Malaysia and across Asia in 2022,
targeting millions of potential viewers.
The City was a funding partner in
collaboration with Tourism Australia for
the show, which is part of the Australia
Now series, a Department of Foreign
Affairs and Trade initiative to enhance
international trade and tourism ties.

For the series, Mr Liaw discovered
Bendigo and the region’s diverse food
culture and produce. The celebrity chef
visits award-winning restaurants Malayan
Orchid and Masons of Bendigo and spends
time at micro greens producer B&B Basil.
Mr Liaw also tours the Great Stupa, the
Thursday Bendigo Community Farmers
Market and finds a spot in Chancery Lane
to cook up a famous Malaysian herbed
rice salad using local produce to make
a unique Bendigo dish.
City Manager Tourism and Major Events
Terry Karamaloudis said the City was
heavily involved in the initiative to
promote Bendigo, attract visitors from
across Australia, and to inspire Malaysian
and Asian tourists to visit Greater Bendigo
and the region in the future.
“Bendigo’s wonderful food culture and
unique attractions will be seen by viewers
in Australia and across Asia, and we hope
as international travel opens up more
tourists from Asia will have Bendigo as
a must-see destination on their travel
itinerary,” Mr Karamaloudis said.
Adam Liaw said the series was a valuable
opportunity to highlight the connections
between Australia and Malaysia.
“At a time when international travel,
tourism and trade has been so acutely
affected, it’s more important than ever that
we don’t forget our regional relationships.
I hope we can help to promote Australian
products and businesses into Malaysia
and the Asia region generally, but also
help keep Australia top of mind for
potential visitors as tourism returns,”
Mr Liaw said.

“Bendigo’s wonderful
food culture and
unique attractions
will be seen by
viewers in Australia
and across Asia.”
LIFESTYLE
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Elvis Presley is one of the
most iconic and influential
figures of the 20th century and
a new exhibition, Elvis: Direct
from Graceland is coming to
Bendigo Art Gallery in March
exploring the public and private
life of the King of Rock ‘n’ Roll.
ELVIS: DIRECT FROM GRACELAND
Curated by Bendigo Art Gallery in
collaboration with the Graceland archives

MARCH 19 – JULY 17, 2022
Tickets on sale now at
www.bendigoartgallery.com.au
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Curated by Bendigo Art Gallery in
collaboration with Graceland, Elvis:
Direct from Graceland will explore Elvis’
illustrious music career, his larger-thanlife persona, lesser-known aspects of his
early years, interests and personal life,
and his radical sense of style.
In a major coup for Bendigo, the Gallery
has been able to secure unprecedented
access to the Graceland archives to
present a comprehensive exhibition on
one of the world’s greatest and most
renowned artists.
Elvis: Direct from Graceland will feature
around 300 authentic artefacts owned
by Elvis Presley, direct from the icon’s
Graceland home in Memphis, Tennessee
- including his military uniforms, his 1976
Red Bicentennial Custom Harley Davidson,
an amazing array of his famous jumpsuits,
and personal items like Lisa Marie’s baby
clothes, Elvis’ first job application and the
crayon box he took to school in grade one.
Visiting Australia for the first time ever is
a bright red convertible 1960 MG from the
movie Blue Hawaii, the only car from his
films that Elvis owned and had brought to
Hawaii to get around in his free time.
The exhibition will also feature many items
that rarely travel beyond the Graceland
gates, including Elvis’ wedding tuxedo and
Priscilla’s wedding dress, two costumes
from the acclaimed television performance
known as the ‘68 Comeback Special,
and garments from his eclectic
home wardrobe.
Elvis never visited Australia but his appeal
was global and the exhibition is expected
to attract thousands of local and interstate
visitors to the Bendigo region. Vintage
Elvis-branded merchandise and scripts
from Hollywood movies will also be
on display.

to present his more private side - his
devotion to his parents, his love of books,
motorcycles, horses and karate, and the
haven he created in Graceland for his
friends and family.

Angie Marchese, Vice President Archives
and Exhibits at Elvis Presley Enterprises,
said she was delighted to work with
Bendigo Art Gallery to present an
exhibition in Australia about Elvis’ life.

Bendigo Art Gallery Director Jessica
Bridgfoot said the Gallery was honoured
to work closely with the archival team at
Graceland to create a detailed account
of Elvis’ fascinating life and career.

“It is a great honour to work alongside the
creative team at the Bendigo Art Gallery
to bring this unprecedented, detailed and
comprehensive look into Elvis’ life and
career to Australia. While Elvis was never
able to visit Australia himself, it brings us
great pride at Graceland to know that his
legacy and music lives on there. We look
forward to sharing a glimpse into Elvis’ life
with fans in Australia,” Ms Marchese said.

Elvis: Direct from
Graceland will feature
around 300 authentic
artefacts owned by
Elvis Presley, direct
from the icon’s
Graceland home in
Memphis, Tennessee.
“We are so excited to be able to bring
this iconic collection to Australia. This
is the latest in the international series
of exhibitions presented by Bendigo Art
Gallery that pay homage to the great
style icons of our recent history, including
Marilyn Monroe, Grace Kelly, Balenciaga
and Mary Quant,” Ms Bridgfoot said.

Previous Bendigo International Collections
exhibitions at Bendigo Art Gallery have
played an important role in contributing to
the local and state economy. Grace Kelly:
Style Icon in 2012 and Bendigo Art Gallery
and Twentieth Century Fox present Marilyn
Monroe in 2016 delivered an economic
impact of $7.4M and $7.29M within the
Greater Bendigo economy respectively.
This latest exhibition is supported by the
Victorian Government’s Major Events
Fund, which was boosted by $152M to
provide an annual pool of $100M to ensure
Victoria continues to secure the best cultural
and sporting events.

“What they each have in common is a focus
on fashion and design, and this exhibition
highlights Elvis’ trailblazing sense of
style, the close working relationships he
forged with designers such as the Lansky
Brothers and Bill Belew, and his impact
on 20th century visual culture.”

Key periods in Elvis’ life and career will be
covered, including his early years living in
the ‘shotgun shack’ in Tupelo, Mississippi,
his break-out Sun Studios hits, U.S. Army
service, his time in Hollywood and the
glamourous years in Las Vegas. The
exhibition also moves beyond the familiar
story of his musical and acting career

© EPE. Graceland and its
marks are trademarks of
EPE. All Rights Reserved.
Elvis Presley™ © 2021
ABG EPE IP LLC.
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WHAT’S ON
DA VINCI AT DISCOVERY
Prepare for a glimpse inside the brilliant mind of the original
Renaissance Man, Leonardo Da Vinci. This is an incredible collection
of more than 60 of Da Vinci’s inventions to be exhibited at Bendigo’s
Discovery Science and Technology Centre from February 2022.
Meticulously reconstructed from his 15th century manuscripts, this
exhibition is fascinating for all ages and is a must-do experience.

BENDIGO CHAMBER MUSIC FESTIVAL

The Bendigo Chamber Music Festival is
entering its third year in 2022 following two
years of sold out success. Join us in February
as we present some of Australia’s very best
musicians in Bendigo’s beautiful venues!
February 2 – 6 / Bendigo Arts Precinct /
bendigochambermusicfestival.com.au

MONO: A THREE-PERSON ONE-MAN SHOW

Nine hilarious monologues, three legendary
stars, one wonderful show! Noeline Brown
(The Naked Vicar Show), Max Gillies (The
Gillies Report) and John Wood (Blue Heelers)
are the entire cast of Mono, the brand new
classic comedy by Angus FitzSimons (Senior
Moments). The comedy tour de farce for you.

AMPHIBIAN BY WINDMILL
THEATRE COMPANY

Windmill Theatre Co’s production of
Amphibian is the fictional story of a young
refugee who travels from Afghanistan
to Australia in search of a better life.
February 22 / The Capital / gotix.com.au

BENDIGO BLUES & ROOTS FESTIVAL

BENDIGO ON THE HOP

The annual Bendigo Blues & Roots Music
Festival will bring together another four-day
event of Blues and Roots performances,
open mic opportunities, jam sessions
and workshops at more than 40 venues
throughout Bendigo and surrounding towns.

Bendigo Beer’s annual event, Bendigo On
The Hop, will once again pair some of the
city’s finest beer venues with Australia’s
best independent breweries.
March 19 / Various locations around
Bendigo / bendigobeer.com

February 10 – 13 / www.bendigoblues.com

February 17 / Ulumbarra Theatre / gotix.com.au

The City of Greater Bendigo wishes you and your family
a merry Christmas and joyful festive season.
Thank you to everyone who has rolled up their sleeves to get
vaccinated. Our community spirit has shone through again!
We acknowledge our amazing healthcare professionals and
other essential workers who have also helped us through this
time. We cannot thank you enough.
Please stay safe over the coming weeks and we hope 2022 brings
more opportunities to spend time with the people you love.

Happy new year!
www.bendigo.vic.gov.au

gb quiz answers
1. Oscars Walk and Bath Lane 2. The Central Victorian Indigenous Film Festival 3. True! 4. Lake Weeroona 5. B) 15,000 6. Startup Central Victoria
7. C) 104 8. True! 9. Adam Liaw and Poh Ling Yeow 10. March 19, 2022
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What’s happening in your ward?

Get in touch...
LOCKWOOD WARD

LOCKWOOD WARD

Cr Dr Jennifer Alden
T 4408 6695
M 0499 005 735
E j.alden@bendigo.vic.gov.au

Cr Rod Fyffe OAM
As the year draws to a close we are enjoying some
new-found freedom after being cooped up at home.
How wonderful it is to see a triumphant return of
the arts now Victoria and Australia are opening up.
We have much to look forward to in the new
year, particularly the exhibition Elvis: Direct from
Graceland arriving at Bendigo Art Gallery in March
and as I write this column the Victorian Government
roadmap allows for the re-opening of theatres –
we can look forward to full houses again!
In the Lockwood Ward, work continues on
Council’s long-held goal of establishing a
significant employment and industrial precinct in
Greater Bendigo. Following the recent purchase
of 155ha of land in Marong, in November 2021
Council agreed to request the Victorian Planning
Authority take responsibility for managing
the planning process to support a timely and
coordinated approach, however the City will
remain closely involved.

Cr Rod Fyffe OAM
T 4408 6688
M 0419 874 015
E r.fyffe@bendigo.vic.gov.au
Cr Vaughan Williams

Drainage improvement works are underway in
Kangaroo Flat. In Lauren Court works valued at
$50,000 were recently completed, in Lowe Street and
Yarunga Drive works valued at $270,000 are about
to start, and in the new year crews will be in Collins
Street and this project is estimated to cost $400,000.

T 4408 6696
M 0437 858 776
E v.williams@bendigo.vic.gov.au

EPPALOCK WARD
Deputy Mayor Cr Matthew Evans

Merry Christmas and best wishes to our readers
and thank you to everyone who has rolled up their
sleeves and gotten vaccinated, it means we can
look forward to a bright and wonderful 2022.

T 4408 6694
M 0437 867 028
E m.evans@bendigo.vic.gov.au
Cr Margaret O’Rourke
T 4408 6692
M 0429 061 096
E m.orourke@bendigo.vic.gov.au

Cr Margaret O’Rourke
with new home
owners Michael and
Laura Terry.

Cr Greg Penna
T 4408 6690
M 0429 721 958
E g.penna@bendigo.vic.gov.au

WHIPSTICK WARD
Mayor Cr Andrea Metcalf

EPPALOCK WARD
Cr Margaret O’Rourke
Hello, it’s just on a year since Council’s elections
and what another full-on time it has been!
I would like to give my heartfelt thanks to residents
for electing me to another term to represent you
in the Eppalock Ward. I am honoured and will
continue to work hard to assist residents and
represent our community in the best way I can.
At the time of writing this we are coming out of
COVID-19 restrictions; well done to all for the
great turnout to be vaccinated and help keep our
community safe.
In my last term as Mayor I advocated for our
municipality to have a Managed Growth Strategy.
Many residents had raised concerns to me about
how our city would grow and how we would
sustainably accommodate this growth. Particularly

T 4408 6697
M 0499 009 096
E a.metcalf@bendigo.vic.gov.au

in relation to jobs, housing, infrastructure like
roads, water and power, and reduction in waste
to name some critical tangible areas.

Cr Dave Fagg

Also, what about the intangible like the feel and
liveability of our city and rural communities?
How do we keep what we have knowing we will
continue to naturally grow in population?

T 4408 6698
M 0437 892 918
E d.fagg@bendigo.vic.gov.au

Statistics have shown that our population will
organically grow to around 200,000 people by 2050.
This may come sooner as a result of the pandemic,
as many are moving to the regions from the cities.
This work being undertaken now is critical as we
plan for our future – 30, 50 years and beyond. I
want residents to have comfort that this work
is happening now. With many agencies and
responsible authorities assisting, we can continue
being a municipality that is prepared, and one we
can remain proud of and continue to love living here.
May you and your families enjoy a very special
Christmas this year; we have earnt this time to be
shared with each other and our friends. My wish
is that 2022 brings some happier times for us all.

Cr Julie Sloan
T 4408 6689
M 0437 862 975
E j.sloan@bendigo.vic.gov.au

Councillor emails, like other correspondence, are the property of the City
of Greater Bendigo and may be referred to a staff member for action. As
with any correspondence, if you would like emails to be kept private and
confidential please place ‘private and confidential’ in the subject line.

?

Unsure what ward you live in? Visit
www.bendigo.vic.gov.au/aboutgreaterbendigo
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A Uniquely Bendigo
CHRISTMAS
GIFT
Love your local with our
range of beautiful, locally
made gifts and produce.

Hampers • Local produce • Hand crafted items • Something for every budget • Corporate gifts • Gift wrapping

BENDIGO VISITOR CENTRE
51-67 Pall Mall, Bendigo • 03 5434 6060 • info@uniquelybendigo.com.au
www.uniquelybendigo.com.au •
#ExploreBendigo • Find us on

